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Overview -
Narrative is not intended on being a major part of the game.

However, as a team, we wanted to create a minor narrative that would add
a bit of flavor to the Cash Force world. This narrative will highlight and
explain the motives and backgrounds of both gangs. This game will
abstain from any dialog scenes or cut-scenes, in order to maintain the
fast-paced gameplay feel. Instead, narrative will be conveyed through the
world’s environment and the occasional voice-overs.

Setting - City set in the 1970’s
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Player Character -

Background - The player-character joined the Cash Force as an
undercover cop. They were tasked with collecting evidence of their
crimes and their violent rivalry with “The Family”. After a month, the
player-character realized that this life is way better than their old
one. They begin feeding the police false information, keeping them
out of the way of the gang as much as possible. In a short time, they
have become full scale corrupt, and they are loving it.

Motive - The player-character wants to make as much money as
possible and then skip town; away from the gang and all of their old
colleagues on the force.

Current Gangs

Player’s Gang - The Cash Force

Background - Before this gang was formed, most of the city was
controlled by the Terriccio Crime Family. Controlling the city means
controlling the money, and no one but The Family was seeing profit.
The people started getting angry, resulting in swift and brutal
beatings. A group, anonymously known as the Cash Force, sprung up
and began pulling jobs on The Family; robbing their hideouts and
businesses.
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After a few hits, The Family started beefing up their security; resulting
in multiple high-speed chases and shootouts. The Family is investing
more and more into taking the Cash Force down. However, with the
money from their recent jobs, the Cash Force is getting better
equipped and proving to be a fierce foe.

Qualities -
● Small, anonymous group.
● Secret hideouts, well hidden from police and other gangs.
● Splits wealth evenly throughout the group.

Motives -
● Steal from The Family, get a TON of money and remain

anonymous so they don’t get killed.

Rival Gang - Terriccio Crime Family (“The Family”)

Background - the Terriccio’s
have been around since the
early 1920’s. They have most of
the city under their “protection”
and are quick to deal with
anyone who goes against them.
The Family has over 100
members, but has begun
recruiting more and more recently in e�orts to stop the Cash Force.
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Many people have been quick to join up, doubling the size of their
gang. Regardless of death or jail time, the people who join The Family
all have their minds on one thing...the money.

Qualities
● Very large group and actively recruiting.
● Control over half of the businesses in the city, many of them

housing their hideouts/stashes.
● Wealthy and well-stocked (weapon and vehicle wise)

Motives
● Stop the Cash Force and get back their money.

Plans for Narrative

Worldspace (Cash Force Hideout and Rival Hideouts)
● Objects like newspapers/posters that show o� the recent events

between the Cash Force and Family.

Voice-overs
● Rival gang members shouting during the chase
● (Possible, but not in scope) Cash Force boss/members talking about

past jobs/plans for the future.

Specific Rival Character?
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Needed Assets

1. Newspaper clippings with specific headlines
a. Masked Group Known as Cash Force Takes on The Family
b. Cash Force Steals Over $100,000 From Terriccio Bank
c. Terriccio Family O�ers Large Reward for Info on Cash Force

2. Voice-actors
a. Would need to come up with specific dialog
b. Would need to talk to programmers about how to apply them

to the chase/shootout scenes (and if possible randomize them)


